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The hospital life is normal, the professional performance has not come down, and he
can't go to the clinic. He is usually in the Department. There is surgery, and the patient
is treated without surgery. Several people in the Department also accepted Zhang
Fan“ A real young man. " Xue Fei's evaluation of Zhang Fan. Xue Fei is a little
reckless. Generally speaking, he is OK“ Zhang Fan, just go for dinner and transfer the
medical record. You can write it yourself. " He has a good relationship with Zhang Fan
now.

"Brother Xue, you're finished. Wait for me a little. There's not much left. Just leave
after the last ward round record is written. Canteen? "

"Go out and grab some rice. Let's go and take your little sister. It's my treat. " The
female doctor of Zhang Fan's group is Wang Yanan. It's time for the transfer of the
first Department of orthopedics, but they won't go. The medical department doesn't
care. She likes surgery. She is usually cold, but Zhang Fan has a good attitude towards
surgery.

Many people in Wang Yanan's family belong to the medical system. Among them, her
uncle, the director of the supervision department of the Municipal Health Bureau,
wanted to engage in surgery. Lao Huang didn't promise or object. Anyway, if there is
surgery for you, you can do it. If no one wants you, you can go to gynecology,
pediatrics and internal medicine. She is currently following Zhang Fan, and she also
admires Zhang Fan's technical level. During the night shift, Zhang Fan talked to her,
"why do you want to engage in surgery? You see, orthopedic surgery is physical work.
Can you stand it?"

"There are many things in women, and you are not very strong! You can do it. Why
can't I? "

"In microsurgery, girls have advantages in microsurgery." Zhang Fan was despised.
There are female surgeons in surgery, but there are few. Surgery is almost the world of
men.

Tea vegetable city has four distinct seasons. It snows heavily in winter, the
temperature can reach more than minus 20 degrees, and it can burn to more than 30
degrees in summer. Autumn is the best climate here, with fragrant melons and fruits.
The first Department of orthopedics has been divided into groups. The two main
indications have been calmed by Zhang Fan. No one engages in joints. Cheng Zhang



Fan took two vice high school students as a group, plus a group of four Wang Yanan
who depended on the first Department of bone. Lao Gao took two main doctors and
several transferred students to specialize in spine.

Under Zhang Fan's deliberate friendship, the two leaders have little prejudice against
Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan never robbed their patients, but if there was an operation,
Zhang Fan was very active. Xue Fei, they were also very helpless, "I'm at least a
doctor. Give me some face. I can't do the surgery. You've finished it. How can I mix
with you in the future?"

"Brother Xue, it's not what you think. I have a problem. I can't see surgery. If I don't
see surgery, I feel like a cat's paw. Do you think it's ok? I'll do one of your operations
in the future and send you a patient. " For the sake of the system, Zhang Fan doesn't
want any face.

"You sent me to the hospital? Lao Li said, "Lao Cui is not easy to talk."

"I can't help it. I can't help it."

"I've taken you. What's the problem? Remember, when I'm on duty at night, I'll give
you all the emergency treatment, but normal surgery can't work. Lao Gao thought I
bullied you. "Just let you work" is very euphemistic. All departments are like this, not
to mention cross departments. You, an orthopedic doctor, went to the operation room
of a general foreigner and suddenly had a big stomach cut to let the general foreigner's
face go. Zhang Fan is very depressed. The upgrading of general surgery requires too
much experience. Now there is no way. We can only upgrade the orthopaedics
department to level 3 first.

The house Dong Hua lent Zhang Fan is really good. It has two bedrooms and one
living room. The third floor, not high or low, the light is good. It's not far from the
hospital. Originally, Li Hui wanted to rent a house with Zhang Fan, but Zhang Fan
refused. Li Hui is a personal planter. There used to be Wang shaguan, but now he's
free.

Since Zhang Fan decided to upgrade his orthopedic department, he didn't go back to
the dormitory and stayed in the hospital. He almost monopolized the emergency
operation in the orthopedic department, and the second Department of orthopedics has
a lot of opinions. When Zhang Fan was fine, he stayed in the emergency department.
When he met a surgical patient, he pulled down the first Department of bone. After a
month, the second Department of bone was stunned that he had not received several
emergency patients. It's a little arrogant, but others can't help it. I can only protest to
the dean“ If you have the ability, you can go to the emergency department and soak. I



won't say anything. " Lao Huang's original words.

The doctors in the emergency department were happy. They had surgical patients and
didn't have to deal with them by themselves. Zhang Fan solved it for them. Gong Zhen,
director of the emergency department, also quietly asked Zhang Fan, "do you want to
come to the emergency department? As long as you like, I'll go to the dean and ask
someone."

Lao Li and Cui Pingjun were also very satisfied with Zhang Fan. They worked
actively and didn't say anything about the sharing of equipment. They also voluntarily
gave up 10% to Xiao Wang, who was transferred. Zhang Fan sacrificed his interests,
and the relative operation had to be performed by Zhang Fan. Old Cui was too happy
to take the money.

Wang Yanan also works very hard. He originally likes surgery. Seeing Zhang Fan
working so hard, although he can't do Zhang Fan's abnormal dedication, he can almost
stay in the Department when he is free. Zhang Fan pulled the patient, and the two of
them did it directly. When they finished, fill in the name of Lao Li or Cui Pingjun,
OK“ If you do this again, I won't be your assistant next time. The light of heaven has
drawn your hook. " It was agreed that the final suture should be done for Wang Yanan,
but Zhang Fan forgot to do it. Wang Yanan hesitated and finished the operation. Zhang
Fan is about the same age as Wang Yanan and is a little reluctant.

"Sorry, I forgot. I'll let you sew it next time. "

"Zhang Fan, you have become a thorn in the eye of the second Department of
osteology. Yesterday, their director was still cleaning up their doctors in the operating
room. The operation volume of your department is almost twice that of others. " The
little nurse in the operating room.

"They like it. They go to the emergency department, too." Wang Yanan spoke more
directly. Suddenly, the little nurse had nothing to say.

"Don't be so direct. People are not happy." After the little nurse went out, Zhang Fan
said to Wang Yanan.

"That's it!"

"Will you have surgery in the future! We must maintain these little girls and arrange
tables faster than others. "

"Hum!" Wrinkled his nose, but I also think Zhang Fan is right. They are all inpatients,
and they are all unlicensed inpatients. They are the bottom of the hospital. If they have
a bad relationship with the operation Department, it will be very troublesome. They



will think you are slow, and they will say you waste gauze. Anyway, the constant
gossip makes you uncomfortable, and nurses and doctors, as opposed to nurses, are
vulnerable groups, so nurses in the operating room are particularly close together. If
you mess with one, they can find a way to keep you out of the operating room.

"Ah! One temper is bigger than the other. " Zhang Fan shook his head. The income of
the municipal hospital is higher than that of the county hospital, the basic salary has
not changed, and the bonus and rebate are much higher. Every month, Zhang Fan calls
his sister 1000. Now her sister is in senior three. It's the most nervous time. She can't
be distracted for money.
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